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STOCHASTIC MODELS OF GENERATING UNITS 

M. VALDMA,* J. SHUVALOVA
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A general approach to modeling of thermal and hydro generating units for 
optimal operation of power plants and systems is presented. Usually the 
characteristics of generating units are expressed as deterministic functions. 
This paper describes the models of input-output characteristics on the 
deterministic, probabilistic, uncertainty and fuzzy level. On the probabilistic 
level the input-output curves may be described by the functions of probabilistic 
characteristics of input. On the uncertainty level it is necessary to determine 
the intervals of curves or the intervals of probabilistic characteristics of curves. 
On the fuzzy level the input-output curves are determined by membership 
functions as the fuzzy zones of curves. The models presented in the paper can 
be used for the determination of unit’s characteristics on the probabilistic, 
uncertainty and fuzzy form.  

Introduction 

For optimal planning and operation of power plants and systems the 
information about power units and plants (boilers, thermal turbines, 
boiler-turbine-generator units, water turbines-generators, thermal and 
hydroelectric power plants, and so on) is required. 

Traditional models of generating units are their input-output characteristics. 
Input-output characteristics of power units are determined by the special tests 
or custom measures and presented in the table form, by curves or by 
mathematical functions (traditionally by polynomials) [1–4].  

The input-output characteristics of generating units have a random 
character, and their changing in operation process and after repairs is random, 
too, because of the information about input-output characteristics is never 
exact.  

This paper introduces a general approach to modeling of power units for 
optimal operation calculations, where input-output characteristics may be 
presented on the deterministic, probabilistic, uncertainty and fuzzy level 
[5, 6].  
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Deterministic Form of Characteristics 

Generating unit as a dynamic system (Fig. 1) can be modeled by output 
functions F and state transition equations H: 

)t),t(V),t(X(F)t(Y =  (1) 

)t),t(V),t(X(H
t
X =

∂
∂  (2) 

where X , V , Y are the vectors of input, state and output variables;  
t is time.  

However, in normal conditions the generating units are described by static 
input-output characteristics where state variables are constant or they are the 
functions of output, too.  

 
Y(t)X(t)

 
Fig. 1. Generating units are the dynamic systems 

The following characteristics are used for modeling generating units in 
optimal operation and planning of power system: 

1) Input-output characteristic  

)Y(GX = ,  where .constV = or )Y(VV =  (3) 

2) Incremental input rate characteristic 

Y
)Y(G

Y
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∂
∂

=
∂
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3) Input rate characteristic: 

Y
)Y(G

Y
X)Y( ==δ  (5) 

4) Efficiency characteristic:  

)Y(G
Y

X
Y)Y( ==η  (6) 

These are the static models of power units, where a concrete value of 
output determines the concrete value of input, incremental input rate, input 
rate or efficiency of unit. 

Some typical curves of these characteristics are shown in Figs 2–4. 
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Fig. 2. Typical curves of boilers: )Q(B BB – fuel curve, 

)Q( BBβ – incremental fuel curve 

 

Fig. 3. Typical curves of condensing turbine + generator unit: )P(Q TT – 
thermal input curve, )P( TTβ – incremental thermal rate curve 
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Fig. 4. Typical curves of thermal generating unit – boiler 
+ turbine + generator: )P(B UU – fuel curve of unit, 

)P( UUβ – incremental fuel rate curve of unit 
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Input-Output Characteristics in Probabilistic Form 

In reality the input-output characteristics of units have a random character 
caused by errors of determination of initial characteristics and by random 
changing of characteristics in operation. In principle the characteristics of 
units are functions of random parameters, because the deterministic 
information about input-output characteristics is always inaccurate and 
incomplete. Information about random character of units may be presented in 
a probabilistic form by different ways.   

We have studied the following stochastic models of characteristics.  

Theoretical Model 
Theoretically the input-output characteristic of a unit can be considered as a 
function of formal random parameter: 

)~,Y(GX~ ω=  (7) 

where ω~  – a formal random parameter with density function )(f ω , 
∞<ω<∞− . 

Then the expected input-output characteristic of the unit is: 

)Y(Gd)(f),Y(G)~,Y(EGX =ωωω=ω= ∫
∞

∞−

 (8) 

and the dispersion of input is the function: 

[ ] [ ] )Y(Dd)(f)Y(G),Y(GXXED GX =ωω−ω=−= ∫
∞

∞−

22  (9) 

Here E  – operator of mathematical expectation. 
In practical models we must describe a random character of characteristics 

by random variables.  

Model P1 

The model P1 contains the two random variables – multiplicative variable w~  
and additive variable ε~ : 

ε++×= ~)w~()Y(GX~ 1  (10) 

where 0=w~E  and 0=ε~E . 
We can describe the input-output characteristics approximately in a 

probabilistic form by input expectation characteristics and characteristics of 
dispersion or standard deviations: 

)Y(GX =  (11) 
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and 

ε+×= DD)Y(GD wX
2  (12) 

or 

)Y(XX σ=σ  (13) 

where 

ε+×==σ DD)Y(GD wXX
2  (14) 

The model (10), which enables to take into account that random 
realizations of characteristics may be turned and dislodged relatively to 
expected input-output characteristics. Here the random variables describe the 
random errors of characteristics.  

The complete probabilistic information about input-output characteristic 
of a unit may be given by expected characteristic )Y(GX =  and 
two-dimensional distribution function ),w(F ε  or density function ),w(f ε . 

Figure 5 shows the functions of mathematical expectation )Y(G  and 
standard deviation )Y(Xσ  of input-output characteristic of thermal 
generating unit. 

The probabilistic information is more perfect than the deterministic 
information, because the probabilistic form enables to consider the 
probabilistic information about a random character of a characteristic. The 
model P1 enables to describe the random realization of characteristics and to 
consider a cumulative changing of input-output curves in operation [3–4]. 
 

Fig. 5. Probabilistic information 
about input-output characteristic of 
thermal power unit:  

)Y(G  – function of mathematical 
expectation,  

)Y(Xσ  – function of standard 
deviation of input 
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Input-Output Characteristic in Uncertainty Form 
If the probabilistic information about input-output characteristic is lacking or 
is very approximate, we have to present the information in the uncertainty 
form.  

There are two types of uncertainties [5, 6]: 
1) deterministic uncertainty – only the intervals of uncertainty for values of 

input-output characteristics are given 
2) probabilistic uncertainty – only the intervals of uncertainty for the 

probabilistic information of input-output characteristics are given. 
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The uncertainty form of information means that the limits of intervals for 

values or for probabilistic parameters are exactly given. However, inside of 
the intervals the values of parameters are not determined. In order to model 
characteristics in the uncertainty form the model P1 can be used. 

Information about input-output characteristics in a uncertainty form may 
be presented in the following forms: 
1) the deterministic uncertain information:  

maxmaxmaxActualminminmin )w)(Y(G)Y(G)Y(G)w)(Y(G)Y(G ε++=≤≤ε++= 11  

(15) 

where the functions )Y(G min  and )Y(Gmax  or the function )Y(G  and the 
limits of variables maxmin w,w  and maxmin ,εε  are given. 

2) The probabilistic uncertain information: 
a) uncertain information about the mathematical expectation of input 

maxmaxmaxminminmin )w)(Y(G)Y(GX)w)(Y(G)Y(G ε++=≤≤ε++= 11  

 (16) 

where the functions )Y(G min , )Y(G max  or the function )Y(G  and the 
values of expectations maxmin w,w  and maxmin ,εε must be given; 

b) uncertain information about the standard deviations of input  

)Y()Y( max
XX

min
X σ≤σ≤σ  (17) 

where the functions )Y(min
Xσ , )Y(max

Xσ  or the function )Y(G  and the limits 
of dispersion min

wD , max
wD , minDε , maxDε  must be given. 

Here 

minmin
w

min
X DD)Y(G ε+×=σ 2  (18) 

maxmax
w

max
X DD)Y(G ε+×=σ 2  (19) 

The examples of the input-output characteristic in the form of uncertainty 
are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Input-output characteristics 
in a form of uncertainty 
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Input-Output Characteristics in a Fuzzy Form 

If the limits of intervals of uncertainty (15)–(17) are not assigned exactly, we 
have only the fuzzy information about input-output characteristics. The 
application of fuzzy set theory to power systems is a relatively new area of 
research. The interest towards using fuzzy information in power system 
operation and planning is increasing [7]. 

Information in a fuzzy form is presented by fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set is 
defined as a set of ordered pairs [8]: 

{ }Zx/)x(,xZ Z ∈µ=′′  (20) 

where )x(Zµ  is called the membership function of Z ′′ , which indicates the 
degree that x belongs to Z ′′ [5].  

Here Z is a crisp set, and Z ′′  is a fuzzy set, 10 ≤µ≤ )x(Z . At that there are 
two different forms of fuzzy information [5, 6]: 
1) deterministic fuzzy information – the zones of actual values of 

input-output characteristics are given in the fuzzy form; 
2) probabilistic fuzzy information  – the zones of probabilistic characteristics 

are given in the fuzzy form.  
For demonstration the fuzzy forms of information we will use model P2 

that is simplified model from P1: 

)w~()Y(G)w~,Y(X~ +×= 1  (21) 

where w~  is a fuzzy variable given by the membership function )w(µ : 

• if 1ww <  then  0=µ )w(    

• if  21 www ≤≤  then 1)(0 ≤≤ wµ  

• if  32 www ≤≤  then 1=µ )w(  

• if  43 www ≤≤  then 10 ≤µ≤ )w(  

• if 4ww >  then 0)( =wµ . 

The main curves for presentation of input-output characteristics in the 
fuzzy form are: )w,Y(X 1 , )w,Y(X 2 , )w,Y(X 3 and )w,Y(X 4 . The 
input-output characteristic in a deterministic fuzzy form is presented in Fig. 7. 

By analogy the fuzzy zones of expected input-output characteristics, 
characteristics of standard deviation and others probabilistic characteristics 
can be written. Using the fuzzy zones it is possible to include subjective 
information and intuition of specialists in the models of power units.  
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Fig. 7. Input-output characteristics in a deterministic fuzzy form 

Conclusions 

The input-output characteristics of power generating units may be presented 
in the deterministic, probabilistic, interval uncertainty or fuzzy form. The 
models described in the paper enable a much more complete and relatively 
simple presentation of the input-output characteristics of units than the 
deterministic form of characteristics used commonly. After changing the form 
of presenting the input-output characteristics, it is necessary to change also the 
problems of operation, planning and analyzing. The models considered here, 
can be used also for Monte Carlo simulation of input-output characteristics of 
power generating units. 
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